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PL 101/102/103
Panel Lifter

Rhino panel Lifter provides safety, versatility, and ease to a multitude of materials
handling applications. Whether you need to lift, move, grab, secure or hold non-porous
materials, our hand-operated vacuum lifters will make your job easier.

Strive for perfection!

Product Ranges
Strive for perfection!

Panel Lifter

Description

Single Cup
PL-101
Details:
125mm diameter vacuum suction cup
100mm height
Recommended lifting capacity is 15kgs

This model features a sleek, strong steel
handle. Simply squeeze the lever handles
together to create a strong continuous hold,
and separate them to break the seal. This is
a nifty, compact design that offers a
surprising strong hold. This model is different
from the double cup model in that it is only
for lifting a floor tile momentarily and not for
carrying a floor tile.
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Rhino panel Lifter provides safety, versatility, and ease to a multitude of
materials handling applications. Whether you need to lift, move, grab, secure
or hold non-porous materials, our hand-operated vacuum lifters will make
your job easier.
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Dual Cup

PL-102
Details:
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110mm diameter vacuum suction cup
250mm length
140mm height
Recommended lifting capacity is 30kgs
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Triple Cup
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This model features a sleek, strong
aluminum handle. The vacuum created by
double cups allows easy lifting of heavy
weights. Simply place your lifter onto the
floor tile and press down, forcing out the air
underneath the vacuum cups, and you will
create a powerful vacuum hold. The suction
is broken when the fingertip-operated bar is
lifted.

PL-103
Details:
●
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110mm diameter vacuum suction cup
100mm height
Recommended lifting capacity is 50kgs

This model features a sleek, strong
aluminum handle with a contoured underside
for a sure grip. Simply press the levers down
to create a strong continuous hold. Lift up
on the levers to break the suction. You will
be astonished with its holding power.
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Strive for perfection!

China Office
593, Tongjiang Road
Jintian Plaza 828-830
Changzhou 213022
Jiangsu, China
T/ (86) 519 8988 3171
F/ (86) 519 8988 3901

Bangkok Office
32 Soi Sukhumvit 36 (Napasub)
Sukhumvit Road, Klongton
Klongtoey, Bangkok 10110
Thailand
T/ (662) 661 2990
F/ (662) 661 2991

Hong Kong Office
7/F, Spa Centre
No. 53-55 Lockhart Road
Wai Chai
Hong Kong
T/ (852) 2793 5511
F/ (852) 3590 2333

Production Unit
Hengshanqiao
Wujin District
Changzhou 213119
Jiangsu, China
T/ (86) 519 8860 7959
F/ (86) 519 8860 5659
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